See the bigger picture
The Health Innovation Observatory
The Health Innovation Observatory is our new digital platform, launching in November 2018. It will provide the central hub for our new virtual health community. Through this platform, users will be able to actively engage with our team, access all of our health innovation events and hear from our leaders and partners about emerging trends and developments in the market through regular podcasts, webinars and newsletters. Through the Observatory, we will be hosting a programme of events including talks from influential speakers, innovation labs and networking events. We will also showcase national and global health insights, the latest innovative solutions to healthcare challenges and detailed case studies of these in action. Please sign up to the Observatory using the form available on the Deloitte Public Healthcare webpage.
Innovation labs
Experience the future of healthcare in a digital world

Digital disruption affects almost every aspect of healthcare. Whilst it presents new challenges, it also amplifies existing ones. Deloitte’s Healthcare Innovation Lab provides an immersive experience to explore the impact of digital technology on your organisation and the implications for the future operating model – people, processes and technology.

Your team will experience a simulated user journey, navigated through four Digital Healthcare scenarios. Through exploring your aspirations alongside enabling technologies your team will discover Healthcare in a Digital World and begin to explore possible applications.

Your team will be challenged to rethink how Healthcare will operate in the Digital future.

Join our new innovation community: www.deloitte.co.uk/publichealth
“There’s a way to do it better – find it.”
Thomas A Edison